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APinstrument was born from a real passion and pleasure for
the craftsmanship of musical instruments and mallets for
keyboard instruments.
During his school period he builds his own drumsticks in
order to gain personal and precise sonorities to obtain
products from the remarkable sound.
He starts to select higher quality materials demanding the top
to get comptetitive products to launch in the market and in
the whole percussion’s world.
His products are tested and approved by percussionists of
national and international reputation giving him
encouragement and confidence to continue that activity.
pe
He starts to collaborate with percussionists,
percussion
ensambles, orchestras and was called to participate as
sponsor and exhibitor at different international competitions
and festivals publicising his products in the whole world in
addition to America, Russia, China, Japan, East Countries
and Korea.
pleasu of being able to satisfy every request for
The joy and pleasure
a percussionist, pushing him to continue and love this job
keep creating his totally handmade models without the use
of any kind of machinery, ensuring uniqueness in every single
product as well as professionalism.
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“I’ve personally verified the high quality delivered by Prof. Pellegrino.
His products represent the execellence in the craftsmanship’s not just national territory.
I’ve had RARELY the pleasure to be able to get such complete timbrical answers through
a knowledge that will bring the Italy’s name to give answers to everyone beginning to discover
the art of percussion.
GRAZIE CARO ALESSANDRO!”

XYLOPHONE

XILOFONO

XILOFONO

Carmelo Giuliano Gullotto

1

2

X

endurance : EXCELLENT
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 25 mm
BRASS CORE INSIDE
single mallet weight : 20 gr
handle diameter : 7,5 mm
handle length without head : 30,5 cm
total mallet length : 33 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

Mallets suitable for playing wooden xylophone,
kelon, glockenspiel too, thanks to its brass core which guarantees weight,
balance and body to the sound.

endurance : EXCELLENT
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 25 mm
BRASS CORE INSIDE
single mallet weight : 22 gr
handle diameter : 7,5 mm
handle length without head : 30,5 cm
total mallet length : 33 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

X30

hard

X28

medium

soft

X25

endurance : EXCELLENT
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 25 mm
BRASS CORE INSIDE
single mallet weight : 23,5 gr
handle diameter : 7,5 mm
handle length without head : 30,5 cm
total mallet length : 33 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

3

X
28

30

XYLOPHONE RESIN

XYLOPHONE RESIN

X

25

4

ULV

endurance : REALLY GOOD
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 27 mm
single mallet weight : 23,5 gr
handle diameter : 7,5 mm
handle length without head : 30,5 cm
total mallet length : 33,2 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

Calabrian olive.
Sweet timbre mallets, delicates but at the same time very present present and bright.
Rich of medium-high frequencies with not intrusive attacks.
Very suitable in orchestral environments for delicate passages and low dynamics.

27

29

ULV29

endurance : REALLY GOOD
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 29 mm
single mallet weight : 24,5 gr
handle diameter : 8 mm
handle length without head : 30,5 cm
total mallet length : 33,4 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

XYLOPHONE C. G. GULLOTTO CONCERT SERIES ULV

C. G. GULLOTTO CONCERT SERIES ULV
XYLOPHONE
5

ULV27

6

BSS

endurance : REALLY GOOD
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 27 mm
single mallet weight : 23 gr
handle diameter : 7,5 mm
handle length without head : 30,5 cm
total mallet length : 33,2 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

Brasilian boxwood.
Mallets with rich and delicate sound.
Much sweeter timbre compared to EBN 29 and AZB 30 but not less effective and important.
Rich in prevalence of medium high frequencies with the presence of low ones too.
Very suitable in orchestral and solo environments.

27

29

BSS29

endurance : REALLY GOOD
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 29 mm
single mallet weight : 24 gr
handle diameter : 8 mm
handle length without head : 30,5 cm
total mallet length : 33,4 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

XYLOPHONE C. G. GULLOTTO CONCERT SERIES BSS

XYLOPHONE C. G. GULLOTTO CONCERT SERIES BSS
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BSS27

8

PLS

endurance : REALLY GOOD
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 27 mm
single mallet weight : 23 gr
handle diameter : 7,5 mm
handle length without head : 30,5 cm
total mallet length : 33,2 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

Palisander Santos.
Mallets from a warm and susbtantial sound with a present attack but not excessive.
Tonal variaty with a range of medium frequencies.
Very suitable in orchestral and solo enviroments.

27

29

PLS29

endurance : REALLY GOOD
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 29 mm
single mallet weight : 24,5 gr
handle diameter : 8 mm
handle length without head : 30,5 cm
total mallet length : 33,4 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

XYLOPHONE C. G. GULLOTTO CONCERT SERIES PLS

XYLOPHONE C. G. GULLOTTO CONCERT SERIES PLS
9

PLS27

10

BNG

endurance : REALLY GOOD
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 27 mm
single mallet weight : 24 gr
handle diameter : 7,5 mm
handle length without head : 30,5 cm
total mallet length : 33,2 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

Camerun Bubinga.
Mallets from the various color tone, important and determined sound.
Attacco presente.
Very suitable in orchestral and solo enviroments.

27

29

BNG29

endurance : REALLY GOOD
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 29 mm
single mallet weight : 27,5 gr
handle diameter : 8 mm
handle length without head : 30,5 cm
total mallet length : 33,4 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

XYLOPHONE C. G. GULLOTTO CONCERT SERIES BNG

XYLOPHONE C. G. GULLOTTO CONCERT SERIES BNG
11

BNG27

12

KWV

endurance : REALLY GOOD
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 27 mm
single mallet weight : 23 gr
handle diameter : 7,5 mm
handle length without head : 30,5 cm
total mallet length : 33,2 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

Mexican King Wood.
Mallets from the warm and substantial sound with a present attack but not too excessive.
Tonal variety with range of medium and high frequencies.
Very suitable in orchestral and solo enviroments.

27

29

KWV29

endurance : REALLY GOOD
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 29 mm
single mallet weight : 25 gr
handle diameter : 8 mm
handle length without head : 30,5 cm
total mallet length : 33,4 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

XYLOPHONE C. G. GULLOTTO CONCERT SERIES KWV

XYLOPHONE C. G. GULLOTTO CONCERT SERIES KWV
13

KWV27

14

EBN

endurance : REALLY GOOD
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 27 mm
single mallet weight : 25 gr
handle diameter : 7,5 mm
handle length without head : 30,5 cm
total mallet length : 33,2 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

Gabon’s Ebony.
Mallets from the present attack, fomr the dark and determined sound and color.
Full of frequencies with higher relevance for medium and low ones.
Very suitable in orchestral and solo enviroments.

27

29

EBN29

endurance : REALLY GOOD
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 29 mm
single mallet weight : 28 gr
handle diameter : 8 mm
handle length without head : 30,5 cm
total mallet length : 33,4 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

XYLOPHONE C. G. GULLOTTO CONCERT SERIES EBN

XYLOPHONE C. G. GULLOTTO CONCERT SERIES EBN
15

EBN27

16

ZRT

endurance : REALLY GOOD
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 29 mm
single mallet weight : 27,5 gr
handle diameter : 8 mm
handle length without head : 30,5 cm
total mallet length : 33,4 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

Mexico Ziricote.
Mallet with present attack, from the warm sound with precise and bright color,
rich of frequencies with greater evidence for medium low ones.
Very suitable in orchestral and solo environments.

29

XYLOPHONE C. G. GULLOTTO CONCERT SERIES ZRT

XYLOPHONE C. G. GULLOTTO CONCERT SERIES ZRT
17

ZRT29

18

AZB

endurance : REALLY GOOD
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 27 mm
single mallet weight : 25 gr
handle diameter : 8 mm
handle length without head : 30,5 cm
total mallet length : 33,2 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

Camerun Azobe.
Powerful mallets with a rich and war sound, high range of high medium and low frequencies.
Very suitable in orchestral and solo environments.

27

29

AZB29

endurance : REALLY GOOD
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 29 mm
single mallet weight : 26,5 gr
handle diameter : 8 mm
handle length without head : 30,5 cm
total mallet length : 33,4 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

XYLOPHONE C. G. GULLOTTO CONCERT SERIES AZB

XYLOPHONE C. G. GULLOTTO CONCERT SERIES AZB
19

AZB27

20

Camerun Bubinga
25

Light mallet with a warm and rich sound, high range of high medium frequencies.
Lot of control, suitable in orchestral environment for fast passages at very low dynamics.
Camerun Bubinga
30

Very agile mallet with a warm and rich sound, high range of high medium and low frequencies.
Lot of control, suitable in orchestral environment to ensure precision and speed.
Macassar Ebony
35

Powerful mallet with a warm and rich sound, high range of high medium and low frequencies.
Lot of control, suitable in orchestral environment to ensure agility and volume.

endurance : REALLY GOOD
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 25 mm
single mallet weight : 21 gr
handle diameter : 7,5 mm
handle length without head : 30,5 cm
total mallet length : 33 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

CGG30

endurance : REALLY GOOD
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 25x30 mm
single mallet weight : 23,5 gr
handle diameter : 7,5 mm
handle length without head : 27,5 cm
total mallet length : 30,5 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

CGG35

endurance : REALLY GOOD
balance : OPTIMAL
head : GEOIDAL SHAPE 30x25 mm
single mallet weight : 27,5 gr
handle diameter : 7,5 mm
handle length without head : 35 cm
total mallet length : 37,5 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

XYLOPHONE SIGNATURE CARMELO G. GULLOTTO

XYLOPHONE SIGNATURE CARMELO G. GULLOTTO
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CARMELO G. GULLOTTO

CGG25
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23

endurance : REALLY GOOD
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 27 mm
single mallet weight : 25 gr
handle diameter : 7,5 mm
handle length without head : 30,5 cm
total mallet length : 33,2 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

SIMONE RUBINO
Brasil Pau Rosa.
Powerful mallets with rich and warm sound, great range of high, medium and low frequencies.
High control, suitable in orchestral environment to ensure agility and volume.

27

29

PRS29

endurance : REALLY GOOD
balance : OPTIMAL
head : 29 mm
single mallet weight : 26,5 gr
handle diameter : 8 mm
handle length without head : 30,5 cm
total mallet length : 33,4 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

XYLOPHONE SIGNATURE SIMONE RUBINO

XYLOPHONE SIGNATURE SIMONE RUBINO

PRS27

24

GLOCKENSPIEL

GLOCKENSPIEL

GLOCKENSPIEL

The Orchestral Series offers elegance and different varieties of timbre to satisfy
the percussionist in any musical stituation.
Every mallet is 100% turned and hand-crafted ensuring precision and equality to the tenth of millimiter.

25

26

Mallet with a sweet and delicate sound suitable to fast passages and not only,
on dynamics like ( ppp,pp,mp,p ) and more.
Very suitable in orchestral enviroments and more.

Medium mallet with bright warm and decisive sonorities. Suitable for every kind of orchestral passage
on every dynamic.
Very suitable in orchestral enviroment and more.

endurance : EXCELLENT
balance : OPTIMAL
hand-worked brass head : 13 mm
single mallet weight : 18 gr
handle diameter : 7 mm
handle length without head : 28,5 cm
total mallet length : 39,8 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

G10

endurance : EXCELLENT
balance : OPTIMAL
hand-worked brass head : 15 mm
single mallet weight : 21,5 gr
handle diameter : 7,5 mm
handle length without head : 30 cm
total mallet length : 31,5 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

GLOCKENSPIEL ORCHESTRAL SERIES G

GLOCKENSPIEL ORCHESTRAL SERIES G
27

G

G8

28

GP

endurance : EXCELLENT
balance : OPTIMAL
hand-worked brass head : 15,5x17,5 mm
single mallet weight : 25,5 gr
handle diameter : 8 mm
handle length without head : 30 cm
total mallet length : 31,8 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

With these models begins the range of mallet’s models for the percussionist
who loves and prefers much more weight on the top and in the totality
of the mallet, maintaining great balance and control.
Full and rich sound for both the ranges.
Very suitable in orchestral enviroments and not only.

20

25

GP25

endurance : EXCELLENT
balance : OPTIMAL
hand-worked brass head : 16x18,5 mm
single mallet weight : 28,5 gr
handle diameter : 8 mm
handle length without head : 30 cm
total mallet length : 32 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

GLOCKENSPIEL ORCHESTRAL SERIES GP

GLOCKENSPIEL ORCHESTRAL SERIES GP
29

GP20

30

GH

endurance : EXCELLENT
balance : OPTIMAL
hand-worked brass head : 18x20 mm
single mallet weight : 37,5 gr
handle diameter : 8 mm
handle length without head : 32 cm
total mallet length : 33,8 cm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM

What can I say .. Recognized and considered a very functional mallet
from a percussionist like Maestro Carmelo Giuliano Gullotto,
RAI National Chorus Orchestra’s keyboard percussionist.
Powerful rich and decisive sound mallet in every range.

25

GLOCKENSPIEL ORCHESTRAL SERIES SIGNATURE GH

GLOCKENSPIEL ORCHESTRAL SERIES SIGNATURE GH
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GH25

32

VIBRAPHONE

VIBRAPHONE

VIBRAPHONE
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VIBRAPHONE CLASSIC SERIES

Mallet for the vibraphonist who wants a round sound, unobtrusive but at the same time present.
Soft and delicate attack on every instrument’s range.
Suitable for the daily warm-up and not only.

35

VS10

Mallet for the vibraphonist who wants a round sound but more detached.
Present attack but softer on every instrument’s range.
Suitable for the daily warm-up and not only.
VS20

MAllet for the vibraphonist who wants a deatched and present sound.
Decisive but not hard attack on every instrument’s range.
Suitable for the daily warm-up and not only.
VS30

weight: 38 gr
head: MUSHROOOM
core: HARD RUBBER
total mallet length : 40 cm
handle: RATTAN
handle diameter : 8 mm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM
use endurance : OPTIMAL

weight: 38 gr
head: MUSHROOOM
core: RESIN AND HARD RUBBER
total mallet length : 40 cm
handle: RATTAN
handle diameter : 8 mm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM
use endurance : OPTIMAL

hard

VH30

weight: 38 gr
head: MUSHROOOM
core: HARD RUBBER
total mallet length : 40 cm
handle: RATTAN
handle diameter : 8 mm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM
use endurance : OPTIMAL

VIBRAPHONE CLASSIC SERIES

This series has been designed for those who want a more delicate sound on the instrument
adapting the execution of solo pieces and for the warm-up newspaper.

VM20

medium
hard

VS10

medium

CLASSIC SERIES

36

weight: 39,5 gr

weight: 39,5 gr

head: MUSHROOOM
core: RESIN AND MEDIUM HARD RUBBER

head: MUSHROOOM
core: RESIN AND HARD RUBBER

head: MUSHROOOM
core: RESIN AND HARD RUBBER

total mallet length : 40 cm

total mallet length : 40 cm

total mallet length : 40 cm

handle: RATTAN

handle: RATTAN

handle: RATTAN

handle diameter : 8 mm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM
use endurance : OPTIMAL

handle diameter : 8 mm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM HARD
use endurance : OPTIMAL

handle diameter : 8 mm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM HARD
use endurance : OPTIMAL

Mallet from full clear and present sound.
Attack strong but not heavy on all ranges of the instrument, this model is well suited
for the solo performances of all kinds’ pieces, in the recording studio, in ensemble,
in context, chamber music, having a fullness and projection of a very deep sound.
V200
Mallet with a strong sound and a very present attack. This model is well suited
for the solo performance of specific tracks that require joint and a
detached quite obvious, in the context of chamber, orchestral, big band and jazz ensemble,
having a presence and projection of the very rich and deep sound.
V300

VIBRAPHONE CONCERT SERIES

VIBRAPHONE CONCERT SERIES
37

V100

V300

hard

weight: 39 gr

The Concert Series has been designed for solo vibraphonist and more.
Suitable for performances of solo pieces, it is very well suited for jazz ensemble,
in the context of chamber, orchestral and recording studio.
Clear and round sound mallet.
Present on all the instrument ranges, this model is well suited for solo performance
and in recording studio, avoiding a too violent sound that could create bothersome overtones.

V200

medium
hard

V100

medium

CONCERT SERIES
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39

medium
hard

weight: 39,5 gr
head: MUSHROOOM
core: RESIN AND MEDIUM HARD RUBBER
total mallet length : 40 cm
handle: RATTAN
handle diameter : 8,5 mm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM HARD
use endurance : OPTIMAL

GIOVANNI PERIN
“I’ve met Alessandro l’Italian Percussion Competition organized by ItalyPas
and i was immediately attracted by the high quality of his vibraphone’s mallets:
easy to handle, fast and very clean sound.
Ligatures are refined and elegant (with the crown in the top of the head) and mallets
are accurate and balanced, so as to suggest that they were covered by machine!!
Further, I could choose the color that pleases me for coating and finish !!!

Mallet handy and fast, precisely tailored to meet the needs of the solo vibraphonist
in jazz and not. Sound very clean and clear, the sticks are precise and perfectly balanced
ensuring comfort and agility when performing.

VIBRAPHONE SIGNATURE GIOVANNI PERIN

VIBRAPHONE SIGNATURE GIOVANNI PERIN

GP16

40

41

weight: 39,5 gr
head: MUSHROOOM
core: RESIN AND HARD RUBBER
total mallet length : 40 cm
handle: RATTAN
handle diameter : 8 mm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM HARD
use endurance : OPTIMAL

medium
soft

VM35

weight: 39,5 gr
head: MUSHROOOM
core: RESIN AND MEDIUM HARD RUBBER
total mallet length : 40 cm
handle: RATTAN
handle diameter : 8 mm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM HARD
use endurance : OPTIMAL

DAVIDE MERLINO
“Finally some mallets ready to bear my abuses, thanks to their endurance!”

Mallet for who plays in loudly situations when the vibraphone’s sound need to pass through,
or for ultra detached passages.
Great endurance.
VH35

Great mallets to play tied and medium low vibraphone’s notes,
or in recording studio to delimit the attack.

VM35

VIBRAPHONE SIGNATURE DAVIDE MERLINO

VIBRAPHONE SIGNATURE DAVIDE MERLINO

hard

VH35

42

43

weight: 39,5 gr
head: MUSHROOOM
core: RESIN AND MEDIUM HARD RUBBER
total mallet length : 40 cm
handle: RATTAN
handle diameter : 8 mm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM HARD
use endurance : OPTIMAL

ANDREA BIONDI
These mallets are the result of an interaction between me and Alessandro Pellegrino, careful craftsman,
together we have come to this model that combines constructive characteristics of special value.
The craftsmanship blends perfectly into an "industrial" caution especially in the choice of rattan handles
carefully selected and weighed electronically.

These mallets are recommended for jazz vibraphonists and not, who need a lot of dynamic and attack.
singular peculiarity in this model is the correct ratio of materials that break down in their totality
the creation of annoying "overtones" especially in the instrument’s low octave.
This ensures the possibility of using all its dynamic range while maintaining
crisp, round sound and never "glassy" or too shrill.
The coating allows large-bodied and round sound even in the piano and pianissimo.

VIBRAPHONE SIGNATURE ANDREA BIONDI

VIBRAPHONE SIGNATURE ANDREA BIONDI

medium
hard

AB1

44

MARIMBA

MARIMBA

MARIMBA

45
46

MS

bass

weight: 42 gr
core: MEDIUM RUBBER
total lenght: 43 cm WOOD 41 cm RATTAN
handle: WOOD or RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

MS36

medium
soft

soft

MS36

weight: 40 gr
core: HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 43 cm WOOD 41 cm RATTAN
handle: WOOD or RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

Very powerful bass, it guarantees the presence of the mallet on the button
without losing the delicacy with a perceptible but soft attack.
Suitable for choral but also to combine with other more hard series.
Sound very present up to the middle’s range of the instrument.

47

MS
Powerful bass but at the same time agile and versatile.
Different from MS36 SOFT by weight and then attack more agile and present.

36 medium soft

MARIMBA

MARIMBA

MS

36 soft

48

medium

weight: 39 gr
core: RESIN AND MEDIUM RUBBER
total lenght: 43 cm WOOD 41 cm RATTAN
handle: WOOD or RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

medium

MM35

MM35

MM
MARIMBA

35

MARIMBA

MM

medium-light mallet, very agile with round sound, rich and full, suited for daily warm-up,
but also for performances where you do not want a too present attack with the possibility of tied.
Good balance between low, mid and sharp frequencies.
Good answer on the low, medium and sharp range of the instrument.

49

50

double
tone

weight: 39 gr
core: RESIN AND RUBBER
total lenght: 43 cm WOOD 41 cm RATTAN
handle: WOOD or RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

double
tone

MM38

MM38

MM
MARIMBA

38

MARIMBA

MM

Very versatile mallet.
On dynamics from pianissimo to mezzo piano keeps a roundness and softness of sound,
while from the mezzo forte to grow it becomes a very present and articulated mallet
without limiting the presence of sound on every ranges’ instrument.

51

52

MH333

hard

MH333

hard

weight: 36 gr
core: RESIN AND RUBBER
total lenght: 42,5 cm WOOD 41 cm RATTAN
handle: WOOD or RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

MH
MARIMBA

333

MARIMBA

MH

Medium-light mallet, very agile for virtuosities and very articulated passages.
Crisp sound with a good balance between the low mids and acute frequencies.
Good answer on all registers of the marimba preferring medium-pitched ones.

53

54

medium
hard

weight: 38 gr
core: RESIN AND MEDIUM HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 42,5 cm WOOD 41 cm RATTAN
handle: WOOD or RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

medium
hard

MH335

MH335

MH
MARIMBA

335

MARIMBA

MH

Medium-light mallet, very agile with round sound, rich and full.
Good balance between the low, mids and acute frequencies.
Excellent response on the low, medium and sharp’s ranges of the instrument.

55

56

medium

MB1

MB1

medium

weight: 39,5 gr
core: HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 43 cm WOOD 41 cm RATTAN
handle: WOOD or RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

mallet very suitable for the study and the daily warm-up having a rich,
present and homogeneous sound on the entire instrument.

MB

MB

MARIMBA

MARIMBA

MB1

57

58

Wooden series designed for the marimba virtuoso performer.
The three models allow you to combine and not the hardness as desired,
thus being able to form, the perfect quadrille
for every need and type of music situation.
This is possible thanks to equality and balance in weight and in gradual nuances of sounds.

SP1

Series’ bass, guarantees agility and a present and full sound on all the instrument.
SP2

Medium mallet’s series, guarantees speed, agility, articulation
and a present and full sound on all the instrument.

SP3

Hard mallet’s series guarantees speed, agility, articulation and detached sound
with present but not hard attack.

weight: 39 gr
core: RESIN AND MEDIUM HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 43 cm
handle: WOOD
use endurance : OPTIMAL

SP3

hard

soft

weight: 39 gr
core: RESIN AND MEDIUM HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 43 cm
handle: WOOD
use endurance : OPTIMAL

SP2

weight: 38 gr
core: RESIN AND MEDIUM HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 43 cm
handle: WOOD
use endurance : OPTIMAL

MARIMBA PURPLE CONCERT SERIES SP

MARIMBA PURPLE CONCERT SERIES SP
59

SP1

medium

SP

PURPLE SERIES

60

61

weight: 41gr
core: HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 41,5 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

Rattan series designed for marimba soloist and concert artist.
The four models, allowing you to combine the hardness and not at will, being able to create
the perfect quadrille for every need and type of music situation.
This is possible due to the equality of selected handles one-to-one by weight, diameter and flexibility,
giving in hand always the same feeling of grip, but thanks
also to balance the weight and gradual nuances of sounds.

SWS

Series’ bass, it provides agility and a full sound and present
on the entire instrument preferring the lower middle range.

SWM

Medium soft mallet’s series, guarantees a full and round sound
but present on the button and the entire instrument.

SWM

medium

SW

soft

SWS

weight: 41 gr
core: RESIN AND HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 41,5 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

MARIMBA WHITE CONCERT SERIES SW

MARIMBA WHITE CONCERT SERIES SW

WHITE SERIES

62

63

weight: 40 gr
core: RESIN AND HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 41,5 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

Rattan series designed for marimba soloist and concert artist.
The four models allow you to combine the hardness and not at will, being able to form so
the perfect quadrille for every need and type of music situation.
This is possible due to the equality of selected handles one-to-one by weight, diameter and flexibility,
giving in hand always the same feeling of grip thanks
also to balance the weight and gradual nuances of sounds.

SWH medium hard

Medium hard mallet’ series, allows to have agility, articulation and presence of attack on the key.
Sound strong but at the same time elegant.

SWH hard

Hard mallet’ series, ensures speed and agility.
It can be combined perfectly with other models in the series
providing balance of sounds and voices distinctions.
Sound detached with present attack but never too hard.

SWH

hard

medium
hard

SW

SWH

weight: 40 gr
core: RESIN AND HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 41,5 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

MARIMBA WHITE SERIES CONCERT SW

MARIMBA WHITE SERIES CONCERT SW

WHITE SERIES
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LM1 hard
Mallet with a soft and warm tone, but at the same time with a defined attack,
designed to highlight the low register with deep sounds,
also excellent for the high register of the marimba.

LM2 medium
Mallet suitable for all registers of the marimba, allows for both soft sounds and linked it to last and detached.
It suits various needs.
LM3 soft
Light Mallet, hard and with well-defined attack, very present sound and articulate,
It makes a pleasant sound even on the lowest notes of the marimba.

soft

hard

medium

weight: 39 gr
core: RESIN AND MEDIUM HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 42,5 cm
handle: WOOD
use endurance : OPTIMAL

LM3

weight: 40 gr
core: RESIN AND MEDIUM HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 42,5 cm
handle: WOOD
use endurance : OPTIMAL

LUCA MARTINO

This series was created for a wide variety of timbres on all registers of the marimba,
curing the adaptability of the projection of the sound in different environments.

weight: 38 gr
core: RESIN AND HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 42,5 cm
handle: WOOD
use endurance : OPTIMAL

LM2

MARIMBA SIGNATURE

MARIMBA SIGNATURE

LUCA MARTINO

LUCA MARTINO

LM1
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MD1
Excellent on lower and middle register of the instrument, is perfect for both enhance the bass,
if you want to differentiate the entries in any track, either to run of choral.

MD2
Is equipped with a present attack but not too aggressive, having, thus, an excellent yield
on the whole keyboard and allowing you to perform any kind of repertoire.
MD3
Ideal on medium-high register of the marimba both to highlight the issues in the solo repertoire,
both to achieve a fair balance in the sound chamber music.

hard

soft

medium

weight: 41 gr
core: RESIN AND MEDIUM HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 4 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

MD3

weight: 40 gr
core: RESIN AND HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 42 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

MAURIZIO D’AGOSTINO

“With the realization of these Mallets for marimba, APinstrument
met my needs and exceeded my expectations.
I recommend everyone to try my and its products.
Grazie mille Alessandro!”

weight: 42 gr
core: RESIN AND HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 42 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

MD2

MARIMBA SIGNATURE

MAURIZIO D’AGOSTINO
MARIMBA SIGNATURE
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MAURIZIO D’AGOSTINO

MD1
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MDW3

I asked APinstrument, in addition to the line of rattan, a medium mallet with birch handle,
which had an excellent sound result on all the octaves and it was ideal for the daily warm-up,
in such a way as to have a more controlled movement in the technical exercises.

medium
hard

MAURIZIO D’AGOSTINO

“With the realization of these Mallets for marimba, APinstrument
met my needs and exceeded my expectations.
I recommend everyone to try my and its products.
Grazie mille Alessandro!”

weight: 41 gr
core: RESIN AND MEDIUM HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 42 cm
handle: WOOD
use endurance : OPTIMAL

MARIMBA SIGNATURE

MAURIZIO D’AGOSTINO
MARIMBA SIGNATURE
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MAURIZIO D’AGOSTINO

MDW3
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CONCERT S.O.

In the piano dynamics it does not lose sound and at the same time allows a warm sound in the rollers
both in the low register and in the acute.
As regards its attack in the pieces where there is need to disconnect the notes or for rapid and incisive passages,
it behaves as a hard mallet.
THEREFORE the left can perform the sweet, soft accompaniments,
while the right can easily play the incisive issues.
A versatile mallet for di
different styles, in fact.

medium
hard

STEFANO OTTOMANO

“I always thought I could use a versatile mallet during my concerts,
something other than a simple double sound.
THE CHOICE to have a mallet with swing smaller by the standards of the marimba,
closer to the size of a mallet for vibes and especially with a wooden handle
who can give me that feeling of stability that the rattan does not give me.
APinstrument has admirably succeeded in making this my model.
IN ADDITION to my music in concert must not be missed AP mallets.
APinstrument thank you for doing this for my signature mallets
"Concert S.O." truly exceptional.”

weight: 41 gr
core: RESIN AND HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 42 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

MARIMBA SIGNATURE

STEFANO OTTOMANO
MARIMBA SIGNATURE
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STEFANO OTTOMANO

CONCERT S.O.
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As soon as I met Alessandro I realized it would be the kind of
person I needed and which he could pursue my requests, not only
technical but also musical.
Alessandro is a percussionist like me. He is a talented craftsman, with desire to do
open to the production of new things and ready to meet the artists’ requests.
Excellent quality and determination mean that thefinal product has an international competitiveness.
Our work is based on sound.
The sound, saw on my part, it is based on the expansion and projection in large rooms
concert, whether you're solo, part of a chamber ensemble or symphony orchestras.
The choice of material is crucial to the quality and the sound output.
My signature provide both and wooden mallets, each
with different models: 6 rattan, a range from "SET-UP" and 7 wooden.
Specifically, the rattan series has been designed with the top three models as basso,
so allows me to combine them with other models the ha
hardest.
The need for three bassos is due to the fact that they can compensate and mix
well the sound of all the models of chopsticks, from softer to harder.
For example you can not have a bulk basso with three other small hard mallets.

MARIMBA SIGNATURE SIMONE RUBINO

MARIMBA SIGNATURE SIMONE RUBINO

SIMONE RUBINO
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SR1

Basso very big and heavy, ideal for large concert halls.
The low has little attack, enough to bring out the tone and color of the mallet
in a large room, without losing its functionality.
also ideal for choral, given its almost absence of attack and large capacity to bind.

SR2

Medium-large low, thought to be combined with SR3, 4 and 5.
Features similar to SR1, lighter and at the same time
able to fully highlight the latest low octave marimba.
SR3

Small basso, perfect to pair with hard Mallets as SR5 and 6.
The SR3 was also designed to be able to play very well the higher octaves,
thus giving the opportunity to play pieces that need a warm, soft color.

weight: 44 gr
core: SOFT AND HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 41 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

SR3

medium
soft

soft

very
soft

weight: 46 gr
core: SOFT AND HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 41 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

SR2

weight: 42 gr
core: MEDIUM HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 41 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

MARIMBA SIGNATURE SIMONE RUBINO

MARIMBA SIGNATURE SIMONE RUBINO

SIMONE
RUBINO
RATTAN SERIES

SR1
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SR4

Soft medium series, relatively heavy which allows for a very sound projected into the hall.

SR5

Medium-hard mallet, the presence on the attack gives the possibility
of excellent clarity on the articulation of sound.
At the same time ideal for rollers on the higher ranges of the marimba.

SR6

Hard mallet, the smaller and lighter than any other.
It gives the possibility at the same time to have a nice sound in the lower register of the marimba.

weight: 42,5 gr
core: RESIN AND HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 41 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

SR6

very
hard

hard

medium
hard

weight: 42,5 gr
core: RESIN AND MEDIUM HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 41 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

SR5

weight: 41 gr
core: RESIN AND HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 41 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

MARIMBA SIGNATURE SIMONE RUBINO

MARIMBA SIGNATURE SIMONE RUBINO

SIMONE
RUBINO
RATTAN SERIES

SR4
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basso

weight: 41 gr
core: HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 41 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

SR3 BASSO

This basso is indicated to be combined to the setup so as to obtain a sound
rounder on the lower registers of the keyboards and more.

SET UP

Mallet conceived and designed to have a present sound and well screened in big concert halls.
Suitable for playing both keyboards like marimba and vibraphone, both on leather and accessories.

SET UP

weight: 42 gr
core: RESIN AND HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 41 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

MARIMBA SIGNATURE SIMONE RUBINO

MARIMBA SIGNATURE SIMONE RUBINO

SIMONE
RUBINO
SET UP SERIES

SR3
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SRW1

The SRW1 basso is definitely the biggest and can be coupled and combined with the SRW4 model.
The feature of this model is to have a very big and powerful sound,
which reproduces the effect of a pinched contrabass.

SRW2

The SRW2 basso can be coupled to the SRW model 4 or SRW5.
Sound designed as the basso 1,
therefore always very powerful and big, but more adjustable and adaptable to the toughest models.

SRW3

The basso SRW3, in addition to having characteristics similar to the low SRW1 and SRW2,
offers the possibility to be both assembled and combined to other models
- and in this specific case in the toughest models as SRW5 And SRW6 -, both the possibility to be used alone,
allowing the execution of sensitive passages where you need a very soft sound.

weight: 44 gr
core: HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 42 cm
handle: WOOD 8mm
use endurance : OPTIMAL

SRW3

medium

medium
soft

soft

weight: 45 gr
core: HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 42 cm
handle: WOOD 8mm
use endurance : OPTIMAL

SRW2

weight: 43 gr
core: HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 42 cm
handle: WOOD 8mm
use endurance : OPTIMAL

MARIMBA SIGNATURE SIMONE RUBINO

MARIMBA SIGNATURE SIMONE RUBINO

SIMONE
RUBINO
WOOD SERIES

SRW1
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SRW4

The SRW4 is the first mallet designed to play with a big orchestra.
Its particularity is to maintain even a sound "soft"
but already it tending to hard, thus giving the opportunity when it is used
for chamber music performance with smaller staff with a full symphony orchestra.
Council to match it to low as I myself used to do.
SRW5

The SRW5 mallet, is the model most used by me because it is the model
with which you can play almost every concert for marimba or percussion and orchestra.
Powerful sound full with an excellent articulation.
SRW6

The SRW mallet 6, very similar to the SRW 5,
It differs by having a hardness and an articulation to a higher level
but without ever losing massiveness of sound and without choke.

weight: 42 gr
core: RESIN AND HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 42 cm
handle: WOOD 8mm
use endurance : OPTIMAL

SRW6

very
hard

hard

medium
hard

weight: 42,5 gr
core: RESIN AND MEDIUM HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 42 cm
handle: WOOD 8mm
use endurance : OPTIMAL

SRW5

weight: 42 gr
core: RESIN AND HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 42 cm
handle: WOOD 8mm
use endurance : OPTIMAL

MARIMBA SIGNATURE SIMONE RUBINO

MARIMBA SIGNATURE SIMONE RUBINO

SIMONE
RUBINO
WOOD SERIES

SRW4
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CHORAL

The CHORAL model, as the name implies, was conceived and designed for the choral performances.
This model, having no kind of attack, gives the possibility to perform a roll without feel where it arrivals.
Thanks to its total absence of attack It gives the auditory sensation of bass arch.

weight: 45 gr
core: MEDIUM HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 42 cm
handle: WOOD 8 mm
use endurance : OPTIMAL

MARIMBA SIGNATURE SIMONE RUBINO

MARIMBA SIGNATURE SIMONE RUBINO

SIMONE
RUBINO
WOOD SERIES

CHORAL
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In twenty years of artistic experience with the quartet Tetraktis,
I deepened my innate need to the beautiful sound, always searching in detail,
the proper balance between tonal percussion instruments in various concert halls and in the recording studio.
In these cases, particular attention has been paid to instruments to sound determined as marimba,
vibraphone, xylophone and others. Because of this, it comes the series for the GLS marimba APinstrument.
The meeting with Alessandro Pellegrino helped to fully satisfy my constant search.
Due to the sensitivity and ability to understand the personal music needs this great
g
craftsman
He has managed to impeccably and professionally satisfy my endless requests.
The GLS mallets offer a beautiful sound for each dynamic,
a wide spectrum of timbre, homogeneous response across the entire keyboard.
The peculiarity of the series GLS is to adapt to the three central chopsticks a fourth left outer mallet
softer, devoted to serious notes or medium serious.
This difference allows you to develop in the octaves where the wand often plays,
emission intense sound, a warm and deep timb
timbre,
allowing higher harmonic support to the highest sounds and / or short-term.
The rods can be used in every concert environment.
For a percussionist musician, its doors - along with the tools They represent a large part of their emotions, the spiritual and cultural dimension, everyday experience.
For all these reasons I want to dedicate this work to my daughter Emma,
one who holds in his eyes the sounds and the colors of my life.
p
The GLS series can be produced
with rattan or wooden handle.
GIANLUCA SAVERI - TETRAKTIS PERCUSSION PERUGIA

MARIMBA SIGNATURE GIANLUCA SAVERI

MARIMBA SIGNATURE GIANLUCA SAVERI

GIANLUCA SAVERI
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Rattan series designed for marimba soloist and concert artist.
The four models allow you to combine the hardness and not at will, being able to form so
the perfect quadrille for every need and type of music situation.
This is possible thanks to equality and handles of the selected one to one by weight, diameter and flexibility,
giving in hand always the same feeling of grip, thanks to the balance
in weight and in gradual nuances of sounds.
GLS choral

These are large mallets and very soft, dedicated to the sounds of the serious octaves of the marimba.
Designed to run long and deep sounds without connection are indicated to interpret the choral parts with
sustained notes or linked, bass lines, in different dynamics.

GLS soft dinamica

They are distinguished by the ability to produce a warm tone, very defined and acoustically balanced.
They belong to the family of "dynamic" mallets and allow the possibility of producing soft sounds and / or incisors.
This timbrical distinction is very precise and, thanks to exact proportions and the right choice of building materials,
It offers the possibility of a correct phrasing and an appropriate interpretation of all the octaves of the keyboard.

soft
dinamica

choral

weight: 40 gr
core: MEDIUM AND SOFT RUBBER
total lenght: 42 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

GLS

weight: 41 gr
core: RESIN AND SOFT RUBBER
total lenght: 42 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

MARIMBA SIGNATURE GIANLUCA SAVERI

MARIMBA SIGNATURE GIANLUCA SAVERI

GIANLUCA SAVERI

GLS
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GLS medium

These mallets develop crisp sound characterized by a significant timbrical presence.
Have the ability to tap the keys of the marimba in order to extend the most of the sounds,
maintaining the desired quality and compactness.

GLS hard

This model is suitable to run fast phrasings that require a homogeneous sound, crisp but light.
Suitable for medium / higher octaves,
in particular it can be used in acoustic environments redundant or poorly defined.

hard

medium

weight: 40 gr
core: RESIN AND MEDIUM HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 42 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

GLS

weight: 40 gr
core: RESIN AND HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 42 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

MARIMBA SIGNATURE GIANLUCA SAVERI

MARIMBA SIGNATURE GIANLUCA SAVERI

GIANLUCA SAVERI

GLS
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SETUP

The setup series has been conceived and designed to ease and facilitate the percussionist during execution
of songs in a live setup and more, giving you the ability to change as little as possible mallet.

VX

APinstrument provides the possibility to combine in a more personal way each model.

balance : OPTIMAL
handle diameter : 8-8,5 mm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM HARD
endurance : OPTIMAL

Create your mallet choosing from the models listed in the entire catalog.
In the following pages are some examples of combinations.

Di ogni singolo modello è possibile richiedere la versione SOFT, MEDIUM e HARD

93

balance : OPTIMAL
handle diameter : 8-8,5 mm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM HARD
endurance : OPTIMAL

SET UP

SET UP

XM
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MV

balance : OPTIMAL
handle diameter : 8 mm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM
endurance : OPTIMAL

balance : OPTIMAL
handle diameter : 8-8,5 mm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM HARD
endurance : OPTIMAL

Of each model it is possible to request the SOFT version, MEDIUM and HARD

Of each model it is possible to request the SOFT version, MEDIUM and HARD

VG

XG

balance : OPTIMAL
handle diameter : 8mm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM
endurance : OPTIMAL

balance : OPTIMAL
handle diameter : 7,5-8 mm
handle flexibility : MEDIUM HARD
endurance : OPTIMAL

SET UP

SET UP
95

MG
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SIMONE
RUBINO
SET UP SERIES

basso

SR3

weight: 41 gr
core: HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 41 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

SET UP

weight: 42 gr
core: RESIN AND HARD RUBBER
total lenght: 41 cm
handle: RATTAN
use endurance : OPTIMAL

SR3 BASSO

This basso is indicated to be combined to the setup so as to obtain a sound
rounder on the lower registers of the keyboards and more.
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Mallet conceived and designed to have a present sound and well screened in big concert halls.
Suitable for playing both keyboards like marimba and vibraphone, both on leather and accessories.

SET UP

SET UP

SET UP
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APinstrument guarantees professionalism and quality in all its products, maintaining a craftsmanship 100%
in every single component and passage.
Besides the models listed in the catalog, APinstrument offers the possibility to realize
YOUR mallet TOTALLY CUSTOM in:
- WEIGHT
- FORM
- TO
TOTAL LENGTH
- WOOD RATTAN or by the handle
- DIAMETER and FLEXIBILITY for rattan models
- And SOUND ATTACK
APinstrument also offers a maintenance service on all models, and not his, by returning your wand
used as new:

APinstrument Keyboard Mallets
Alessandro Pellegrino | Artisan Percussion | Artigianato e Professionalità
+39 333 67 73 660
info@apinstrument.com
www.apinstrument.com
facebook.com/apinstrument

- HANDLE CHANGE
- BROKEN GENERIC
- COATING
For every kind of information do not hesitate to contact me
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